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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Bryan Silke - Investor Relations and Board Liaison Manager,
Sasfin Holdings

T

he so-called “State Capture
project” has shaken South
African civil society to its
core. The Zondo Commission of
Inquiry has laid bare the extent of
influence that corrupt individuals
and organisations have had on the
State. The degree of malfeasance
and negligence on both sides
(public and private sector) have left
many investors locally, and abroad,
bewildered.
Respected journalist, Mariaane
Merten, writing in the popular Daily
Maverick, quantified the cost of State
Capture over the past several years at
an estimated R1.5tn. This staggering
figure, just short of the R1.8tn

national budget for 2019, or a third
of the country’s gross domestic
product, encompasses considerable
debt accumulated at state-owned
entities such as Eskom, Transnet, Prasa,
Denel and SAA to name a few. Added
to this, the billions that have been
wiped off the local stock exchange as
a result of politically-oriented market
shocks; such as December 2015’s
Nenegate, where approximately
R378bn in value destruction took
place overnight on the Johannesburg
Stock Exchange (JSE).
Against this backdrop, it is incumbent,
more than ever, for companies to
act ethically, and to conduct their
business affairs with integrity and

transparency, in an effort to restore
both the country’s moral compass,
as well as the private sector’s own
standing on the global stage.
The theme for this edition of Global
Wealth is centred on how Portfolio
and Fund Managers, and Wealth
Advisors safeguard their clients’
long-term wealth by ensuring they
identify and avoid those companies
and institutions that are found guilty
of fraudulent or corrupt practises.
In the context of a low growth
environment where volatile equity
markets have become the norm, it
is not only critical for Investment
Managers to interrogate the
governance and management of
investee companies in order to
protect their client portfolios, it
is also incumbent for Investment
Managers to continually explore
global opportunities to ensure
capital growth to support the
capital preservation. In lieu of this,
Jonathan Sieff explores various
economic trends that will dominate
the next several years – from Smart
Healthcare, to Robotics and Artificial
Intelligence (AI), and from Cloud
Computing to Clean and Renewable
Energy – which could help unlock
these investment opportunities.
At the same time, with the local
savings and retirement landscape
not looking particularly comforting,
Johan Gouws and Bongiwe Momoza
of Sasfin Wealth’s Institutional
Consulting division, take the
opportunity to showcase the Sasfin
Wealth Umbrella Retirement Fund
(SWURF). In their piece, they discuss
SWURF’s offering which includes
a Pension Fund, Provident Fund,
Preservation Fund and a >

Roland Sassoon, former Group CEO, Sasfin.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Continued

Retirement Annuity Fund option
for capital accumulation purposes.
The offering also allows for
the integration of a member’s
investment, and risk and healthcare
benefits which allows for the
necessary flexibility to speak to the
requirements of each participating
employer and each Fund member.

alike need to consider when evaluating the skills and balance of
power of Boards. Roy suggests that
by testing the structure of the Board
and how it operates, Portfolio and
Fund Managers could identify these
red flags and hopefully limit the risk
of investing in the wrong companies
on behalf of their clients.

We are also fortunate to have a
contribution in this edition from
Sasfin Holdings Chairman, Roy
Andersen. In addition to holding
numerous directorships, Roy is
a founding member of the King
Committee, a former Executive
President of the JSE and CEO of
Liberty Holdings Limited. In his
piece, Roy raises several red flags
that lay and professional investors

2019 has been an unusual year for
erstwhile Sasfin Group CEO Roland
Sassoon. For nearly five decades,
Roland was considered part of the
very fabric at Sasfin, and taking a
year’s mandatory gardening leave
has no doubt been challenging
for him. Our extensive interview
with Roland covers his family’s
immigration to South Africa in the
mid-1940s, as well as Sasfin’s early

transition from a textile importing
business known as Sasstex. Roland
also shares his insights on the
challenges facing the local economy,
together with some lessons learnt
along his personal entrepreneurial
journey. In our regular News in Brief
section, we proudly announce the
establishment of the Sasfin Digital
Advisory Council, chaired by Arthur
Goldstuck. We wish the Council well
in its endeavours.
Enjoy the read. SW
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A MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
Erol Zeki - Chief Executive Officer, Sasf in Wealth

Governance for the benefit of all stakeholders

T

he South African Constitution
of 1996 was a landmark for
South Africa, and became,
according to many global experts,
the gold standard. Leading US
academic Cass Sunstein referred to it
as “the most admirable constitution
in the history of the world.” Since
then, South Africa has been at the
forefront of establishing laws and
corporate governance standards,
including the famous King IV Report
on Corporate Governance named
after retired Supreme Court of South
Africa judge Mervyn King.
TM

The first report was issued in 1994 with
the fourth and latest revision, known as
King IV issued in 2016 being increasingly
adopted globally. Adherence to the
King codes is part of the JSE listing
requirement, as are South Africa’s
integrated reporting requirements. Up
until quite recently, these high standards
were reflected in our strong private
sector which was ranked highly across
the globe, in terms of auditing and
governance levels.
But over the last few years, we
seem to have fallen off a cliff with
several significant scandals in the
private sector emerging, with our
auditing profession left in tatters,
and corporate legal battles and
commissions of enquiry becoming
the norm.

What happened?
Were these governance failings a
recent phenomenon, or have we
just discovered them recently? Put
differently, to paraphrase Buffett –
are we just aware of those who’ve
been swimming naked all along
now that the tide has gone out, or

is there a more dramatic shift in
corporate South Africa?

a welcome environment for cheats
to hide within.

Corporate Executives so often fall
into the trap of chasing short-term
profit growth at the expense of
sound risk management. This issue
becomes exacerbated when there
is economic pressure. Suddenly
companies rush offshore, make
ill thought-out acquisitions and
generally incur significant debt in
the process. As these ventures don’t
yield the necessary results, many
executives fret even further, and in
those moments, poorly governed
decisions are taken.

What does this mean for us?

“Over the last few years
the rules of operating
in South Africa
have become more
and more complex
while effectiveness
of rule of law has
been undermined
significantly.”

We welcome our new president’s
commitment to simplifying the
rules of doing business while
strengthening the rule of law in
South Africa. These two facets
are critical to establishing a level
and transparent playing field for
corporate South Africa.
At the same time, we recognise
that this will take time, and as such,
we as investors are becoming even
more circumspect, especially when it
comes to investing in businesses with
complex legal and global structures
that grow aggressively by acquisition
and incur much debt in the process.
Furthermore, we continue to support
the notion that “global diversification
is the only free lunch when it comes
to investing”, and encourage our
clients to adopt a truly global
approach to their wealth. SW

But I think there is an additional
issue at play over here, when you
play a game with lots of strict and
complex rules without an effective
referee, one thing is for certain –
cheating will take place. Over the
last few years, the rules of operating
in South Africa have become
more and more complex, while
effectiveness of rule of law has been
undermined significantly. This creates
a challenging environment for good
corporate citizens to compete in and
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Sasfin’s Digital Advisory Council provides South
Africa with a glimpse of banking’s future

D

igitalisation is one of the
most powerful forces for
change shaping finance
today. This has turned fintech into
one of the most vibrant sectors
in both Information Technology
and among start-ups, generating
billions of dollars in investment and
development globally. The South
African fintech space is dynamic,
and Sasfin is playing a leading
role in the transformation of
local financial services and the
resulting enhancement of
customer experiences.
Against this backdrop, Sasfin has
established a Digital Advisory Council
to provide the market with industryleading expertise and insights on
trends shaping the use of technology

in financial services. According to
Sasfin CEO, Michael Sassoon, the
Group has been investing in fintech
development in-house and acquiring
or integrating fintech start-ups for a
number of years.
“Over the last year we have built
further digital offerings, integrated
via APIs into leading businesses and
invested in fintechs. We built and
launched B\\YOND, an innovative
digital business banking platform
and SWIP, a digital wealth and
investing platform. We have invested
in Payabill, an online SME lender and
DMA, a digital trading platform.
We recently announced our
alliance banking relationship,
leveraging open banking with

Hello Paisa to offer seamless
banking to the unbanked.”
“We feel that there is a huge
opportunity to improve the
experience of South African
businesses and savers through
using technology. We have therefore
created an independent forum to
assess how to even better improve
financial services for South Africans,
by leveraging the digital economy,”
adds Michael.
Arthur Goldstuck, founder of hightech research consultancy World
Wide Worx and a globally respected
technology analyst has accepted
Sasfin’s invitation to head up the
Sasfin Digital Advisory Council, an
independent thinktank that will help
Sasfin and its clients decipher the
fintech present and future.
Goldstuck, who has been covering
the fintech sector as an analyst,
commentator and columnist for many
years, says he sees the role as a
welcome challenge.

Arthur Goldstuck, Chairman, Sasfin Digital Advisory Council.

“There has been a long-standing
need for a clear understanding of
the impact being made by fintech
today and the exponential change
it will cause tomorrow,” he says.
“My role will be, partly, to curate
the wide spectrum of fintech and
digitalisation knowledge and insights
that the members will bring to the
Digital Advisory Council, and help
create scenarios that businesses and
policy makers may use to navigate
the future – both inside and outside
Sasfin.” SW
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GLOBAL MACRO REVIEW –
MEETING THE DEADLINE
Mike Haworth - Investment Strategist, Sasfin Wealth

A

fter a tumultuous few
months at the helm as UK
Prime Minister, Theresa May
resigned on 7 June, but remained
in office until Boris Johnson was
elected by the Tory party on
24 July. The erstwhile Ms May tried
on several occasions to convince
Members of Parliament (MPs) to
support the Withdrawal Agreement
that she had agreed
with the European Union, but she
was unable to do so.
Although May’s official resignation
date was 7 June, she remained
in office during the Conservative
Party leadership campaign to elect
a new leader, which lasted one
month. The leadership campaign
was centred around the Brexit issue.
Prime Minister Johnson’s election
campaign was premised on uniting
the UK, delivering Brexit and beating
Jeremy Corbyn.

The curious case of Mr Johnson
Mr Johnson led the ‘Leave’
campaign in the 2016 Brexit
referendum when he was Theresa
May’s foreign minister and he
resigned over her approach to
Brexit. Boris Johnson’s slogan
throughout the campaign for Tory
leadership was ‘unite the country,
deliver Brexit and beat Jeremy
Corbyn’. During his campaign,
Mr Johnson has said he was
determined to take the UK out of the
EU on 31 October 2019, if necessary
without a deal, and all ministers who
serve in his cabinet must “reconcile”
themselves to this intention.
On 24 July, as Prime Minister
Johnson summoned his new cabinet
and Number 10 team, investors and
political observers alike got a sense
of how he intends to proceed over
the next 100 days, with one of the
most extensive cabinet clear-outs

in British history. Mr Johnson has one
mission as Prime Minister, to finish
what he started in 2016 and get Brexit
over the line.
Prime Minister Johnson purged 18
of the 29 ministers in Theresa May’s
extended cabinet. The cabinet
has been replaced with Vote Leave
veterans and right-wing free marketers.
Jacob Rees-Mogg, Chairman of
the pro-Brexit European Research
Group, which led calls for May to >

“Investors face an
increasingly binary
outcome as far as the
GBP is concerned, which
will have a material
impact on South African
investors’ GBP duallisted equity returns.”
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GLOBAL MACRO REVIEW –
MEETING THE DEADLINE
Continued

be deposed, is the new leader of
the House of Commons. Critics
have swiftly labelled Johnson’s new
administration the most right-wing
since the 1980s.
Although Prime Minister Johnson
might have won the majority vote in
the Conservative Party, his declared
pledge pits him against parliament.
Mr Johnson has a majority of just
three in the House of Commons,
and it is widely expected that
Parliament will use this leverage
to make things difficult for the
new Conservative leader. Many
political analysts agree that this
Prime Minister seems to be heading
inexorably to a general election.

An Irish dilemma
Johnson had vowed to scrap the
backstop protocol within the
withdrawal agreement. The protocol
was opposed by the hard Brexiters
and the Democratic Unionist Party
(DUP) of Northern Ireland over
concerns about European Union
(EU) trade rules constraining the UK
economy indefinitely, or the creation
of a ‘sea border’ dividing Northern
Ireland from the rest of the UK, in
order to avoid border infrastructure
in the island of Ireland. >
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GLOBAL MACRO REVIEW –
MEETING THE DEADLINE
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Johnson has also threatened to
withhold payments the UK owes to
the EU for its membership to force
EU leaders back to the negotiating
table and reopen the deal May
reached after 18 months of
negotiations, after which was
then rejected three times by MPs,
eventually leading to her resignation.

Can he do it?
Mr Johnson took office as Prime
Minister, vowing to implement the
result of the 2016 Brexit referendum
and lead Britain out of the European
Union on 31 October, with ‘no ifs or
buts’. The deal negotiated by Theresa

May with the EU is the only one ‘on
the table’. Prime Minister Johnson
is determined to renegotiate the
Withdrawal Agreement.
The odds are stacked against the
new Prime Minister. He has just
99 days to agree to some sort of deal
that took Theresa May two-and-a-half
years to work out; he has a working
majority of just three in the House
of Commons; his Conservative Party
is deeply divided over Brexit; and
he faces a hostile parliament and a
resolute EU.
Investors face an increasingly
binary outcome as far as the GBP

is concerned, which will have a
material impact on South African
investors’ GBP dual-listed equity
returns. Either way, the property
market looks likely to be negatively
impacted in the short term, which
will negatively affect the dual
listed property stocks. There is
no prudent way to invest in
UK- listed equites, given the
growing “fat tails” to the Brexit
probability outcome.
There are, however, several GBP
dual-listed stocks which have global
currency exposure, which reduces
the currency risk. SW
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MAKING FINANCIAL
INDEPENDENCE AT
RETIREMENT A REALITY
Johan Gouws - Head of Institutional Consulting, Sasfin Wealth
Bongiwe Momoza - Senior Asset Consultant, Sasfin Wealth

The path to achieving financial
independence at retirement
poses many challenges for selfemployed individuals and members
of Retirement Funds. In order to
address this challenge, various
key elements are required as part
of a well-designed savings and
investment retirement plan. The
recently launched Sasfin Wealth
Umbrella Retirement Fund (SWURF)
was designed with the member
in mind, and opens a whole new
world that can make financial independence at retirement a reality.
The SWURF is an Umbrella
Retirement Fund solution sponsored
by Sasfin Wealth, which offers a
Pension Fund, Provident Fund,
Preservation Fund and a Retirement
Annuity Fund option for capital
accumulation purposes. Members
of participating employers in the
SWURF are able to transfer
benefits from a previous employer
to the Preservation Fund or their
Pension or Provident Fund of their
new employer. Any additional
savings over and above their
monthly Pension or Provident Fund
contributions can be made to the
Sasfin Retirement Annuity option.
The same Fund or investment
portfolio can be used by a member
across any of the pre-retirement

SWURF Default Life Stage Model

Normal Retirement Age

High Quality Portfolio

Living Annuity
Purchase from the Fund
or a Third Party Provider

Market Exposure

T

he South African savings
and retirement landscape
does not paint a pretty
picture. A negative household
savings rate, high levels of personal
indebtedness, low levels of
financial literacy and high levels of
unemployment are some of the key
contributors to this reality. Most
individuals become fully or partially
dependent on their community,
government and/or their family to
make ends meet during retirement.

1/60th of the member’s
assets are transitioned per
month over 5 years to the
Flexible Income Fund

Living Annuity
Purchase from a
Life Company

Fixed Interest Portfolio
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Years to Retirement

savings vehicles in SWURF. This
allows for a co-ordinated investment
strategy and consolidated member
investment reporting.
A member that resigns and moves
to a new employer can remain
invested in the SWURF Pension or
Provident Funds as a paid-up member
or move to the SWURF in-fund
Preservation Fund, which allows for
the preservation of Retirement
Fund benefits. Preservation is one
of the very critical requirements for
members to accumulate sufficient
capital for retirement, and is one of
the reasons why Default Regulations
were introduced as part of
Retirement Fund reform.
When reaching retirement, a member
can either select the in-fund Living
Annuity option, or a guaranteed
Life Annuity option as a monthly
retirement income solution. When
selecting the SWURF in-fund
Living Annuity option, the units
of the pre-retirement investment
portfolio strategy can be seamlessly
transferred from the various
pre-retirement savings vehicles into

Retirement

the SWURF Living Annuity. This
allows a SWURF Living Annuity Fund
member to avoid market timing
risk or unnecessary investment
fees, and also for the continuation
of the investment strategy that the
member knows and trusts.
Participating employers are able
to select investment options from
the SWURF default portfolio range
or selected third party investment
solutions. The robust and awardwinning range of SWURF funds and
portfolios can be selected as part of >
Integrated
Benefits

Financial
Calculators

Benefit
Counceling

Investment
Strategy

SWURF

FUND

Memper
App or Web

MEMBER

Value for
Money

Benefit
Preservation

Data
Security

Independent
Advice
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MAKING FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE AT
RETIREMENT A REALITY
Continued

SWURF Fund members also have
the SWURF default, or to construct
“Most individuals
access to the Member App that is
a custom-designed life stage
available for use on both android
investment strategy. The SWURF
become fully or partially
and IOS portable devices. This userdefault life stage strategy allows
dependent on their
friendly Application allows members
for a smooth transition from pre- to
community, government
to do basic financial planning
post-retirement, where the member
and/or their family to
calculations, access their personal
is looking to purchase a Life Annuity
make ends meet during
and latest benefit information, do a
at retirement. From seven years to
retirement...”
financial budget, track investment
two years to the normal retirement
Normal
performance,
load
and
change
age of the Fund, one sixtieth of the
Retirement Age
beneficiaries, upload relevant
member’s retirement benefits are
back-ups, a disaster recovery plan
documents, as well as SWURF
transitioned from a high equity to a
and the necessary insurance cover.
contact details.
fixed interest portfolio. This allows
the member to avoid any market
and Annuity Fund
The SWURF is a well-governed
Retirement
Members also have online access
capital risk close to retirement, and
Umbrella Retirement Fund offering
Annuity
to similar information and self-In-Fund Living
for the maximum monthly income
that allows
for truly independent
service
options
via
the
Member
to be purchased
by
means
of
a
and
personalised
advice. It speaks
In-Fund Pension / Provident Preservation Fund
Web. Management Committees of
guaranteed annuity.
to the very important guidelines and
Life Annuity contained in the King
participating employers haveGuaranteed
access
requirements
to
the
Employer
Web
that
provides
As part of the retirement process,
IV
Code on Corporate Governance,
Pension / Provident Fund
online access to details relating to
SWURF Fund members also have
Default Regulations, TCF and RDR
the member profile of their Fund,
access to benefit counsellors who
principles, as well as Regulation 28
as well as self-service reporting
can assist them with information
from an ESG perspective. From
options. Member and Fund data are
in order to make a more informed
a pricing perspective, SWURF
Portfolios:decision
Bespoke / at
Single
& Multi Managedprotected
? Guaranteed
/ PSP cybersecurityRetirement
against
risk
investment
retirement.
applies a transparent and value for
by Default
means of proper governance,
Stage: SWURF
Default
or Bespoke
This serviceLife
is offered
free of
charge
money fee model as per the ASISA
Information
Technology
policies,
and Governance
is availableand
to Regulatory
all members
at
Retirement Savings Cost Disclosure
Compliance:
B-BBEE,
ESG, King
IV
security firewalls, daily data
any point in their retirement journey.
Standard (RSC). >
Risk: Death / Disability / Income Replacement / etc.

Normal Retirement Age

Retirement Annuity Fund
In-Fund Living Annuity
In-Fund Pension / Provident Preservation Fund
Guaranteed Life Annuity
Pension / Provident Fund

Portfolios: Bespoke / Single & Multi Managed / Guaranteed / PSP
Life Stage: SWURF Default or Bespoke Default

Retirement

Governance and Regulatory Compliance: B-BBEE, ESG, King IV
Risk: Death / Disability / Income Replacement / etc.
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MAKING FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE AT
RETIREMENT A REALITY
Continued

Fees are charged based on a
sliding scale model for each of the
investment management, consulting
and administration services.
Management Committees have
access to details relating to each of
the service elements as the SWURF
fee model breaks the mould by not
applying any cross subsidisation.
The SWURF offering also allows
for the integration of a member’s
investment, risk and healthcare
benefits which allows for the
necessary flexibility to speak to the
requirements of each participating
employer and each Fund member.
Participating employers and Fund
members also have access to
supplementary service offerings such
as healthcare consulting, financial
planning and estate planning. SW
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THE ECONOMIC TRENDS THAT
WILL DOMINATE THE ROARING
TWENTIES
Jonathan Sieff - Senior Portfolio Manager, Sasfin Wealth

From preventative medicine, to smart mobility, to 5G –
the 2020s will see significant trends driving global growth
over the next decade.

T

he Roaring Twenties of nearly
100 years ago was defined
by a surge of consumerism, a
brightly revitalised global economy
and the arrival of the concept of
‘mass culture’. It was the era of jazz
hands, fresh ideas and glamorous
inventions. It was also a time of
significant political and social
change – an undercurrent that
charged conversations and
technological innovation.
Into this decade of post-war ennui
and awareness came the telephone,
the radio and the instant camera,
along with a slew of other inventions
that changed the course of history.
Today, the world awaits the 2020s
with eager anticipation and much
excitement, as a decade likely to be
defined as much by further leaps
in technological innovation, as by
its socially influenced political and
economic upheavals. The resultant
landscape, filled with roaring
changes, will inevitably require a
more comprehensive level
of understanding to effectively
capture the resultant growth
opportunities.
There are seven major themes that
will drive global growth over the next
decade. These will change the way
we live, the way we travel, how we
engage and collaborate, and how we
work. Each of these themes should
form part of any forward-thinking
investment portfolio to ensure it is
capable of benefiting from these
specific market forces.

Healthcare Innovation is the first
theme that will dominate the decade.
The cost of medical solutions has
reduced exponentially over the
years – the complex process of
mapping the human genome cost
over $1bn when it first emerged, but
by the mid-2020s it will be mapped
for less than a few hundred dollars.
This has huge ramifications for
preventative medicine, as doctors
can use genome mapping to
assess cell mutations and invest in
preventative care that could mitigate

“These seven trends
will govern how we
live, work, commute
and entertain, and
will redefine the
infrastructure within
which we operate.”
the health impacts of obesity,
cancer and so much more. This
will be complemented by further
advancements in robotic surgery,
preventative diagnostic equipment,
improved education and medical
intervention techniques.
The second trend is smart mobility,
which includes combining materials
like lithium and cobalt with metalloids
such as silicon, or innovative organic
compounds to produce the batteries
of the future – new technologies

required to drive the concept of
e-mobility forward. The next decade
will see significant refinements to
connected vehicles and mobility
solutions that will fundamentally
change the way we travel, such as
autonomous vehicles that bypass
fossil fuels entirely.
The third trend lies in a buzzword
that dominates media today, but has
yet to deliver on its promise – the
Internet-of-Things (IoT) and its
enabler, 5G. IoT involves digitally
animating the physical world, using
a vast array of devices, with 5G
enhancing the speed and reliability
of connections across the globe.
For now, 5G penetration is still
relatively low globally. For example,
the concept of the smart home has
yet to entrench itself as a modern
living standard. Only 3% of homes in
the United States are smart homes,
with seamless communication
between devices to enhance quality
of life. The next few years should see
this concept become increasingly
accepted and entrenched, as the
costs of internet access, mobility and
technology reduce further.
In addition to 5G enablement,
Robotics and Artificial Intelligence
(AI) will continue to have a huge
impact on the Fourth Industrial
Revolution (4IR). Technology and cost
efficiencies will redefine consumer
robotics and improve quality of
living by automating a number of
previously menial human functions.
AI-assisted diagnostics will be able >
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THE ECONOMIC TRENDS THAT WILL DOMINATE
THE ROARING TWENTIES
Continued

to provide personalised care and
improved treatment outcomes, and
by considering all available evidence,
deliver predictive analytics to detect
hidden factors and reduce side
effects through personalised drugs.
One of the major trends that
will continue to lead in the
Roaring Twenties will be Digital
Entertainment and eCommerce.
In terms of digital entertainment,
online content and how people access
and aggregate their information
will continue to innovate. Online
streaming TV is fast replacing cable
and satellite delivery, and this trend
will accelerate. Alongside this trend,
the world of advertising is clearly
trending towards programmatic
advertising, which will have a powerful
impact on personalisation and
eCommerce growth.
In many countries, eCommerce is
still not fully established. Even the
United Kingdom has only 30% of its
consumer base embedded in digital.
The 2020s will see the omnichannel

retail world continue to shift on
its axis, to become increasingly
accessible and relevant to the
consumer. This will be particularly
obvious in developing countries, such
as South Africa, where the online
market remains limited, but is now
showing signs of significant growth.
The penultimate theme is Cloud
Computing and Cybersecurity.
This market is growing exponentially
and is extremely competitive. It will
be defined by continuous innovation,
embedded cybersecurity and privacy
of information. These factors will
influence which organisations thrive
and which wither over the decade,
as those that adapt will likely grow
alongside cloud demand.
Finally, the Clean Energy
conversation will dominate in
the 2020s. There is an increasing
awareness of the need to live
more sustainably and to invest
into renewable power innovation.
Innovation has become a necessity,
given the environmentally harmful

nature of fossil fuels over and
above their finite nature. It has
also improved the relative cost
advantage for renewable options
as population growth and ongoing
urbanisation continue to drive the
increased consumption of electricity,
particularly in a world of more
interconnected devices.
These seven trends will govern
how we live, work, commute and
entertain, and will redefine the
infrastructure within which we
operate. They are interconnected and
dynamic, making the landscape even
more exciting in term of its potential
and how it will influence investment
and markets. SW

“One of the major trends
that will continue to
lead in the Roaring
Twenties will be Digital
Entertainment and
eCommerce.”
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IS THE PATH OF
REFORM SUSTAINABLE?
Mike Haworth - Investment Strategist, Sasfin Wealth

I

t is now almost four months
since President Ramaphosa’s
new cabinet was announced
after the General Election in
early May 2019. Several policy
recommendations were presented
to the President and parliament
during June and July, but these
recommendations still have a
considerable journey before the
necessary legislative, regulatory
and physical changes are effected.
Factional politics driven partly
by the Secretary General of the
ANC and the Public Protector
have created a distraction for the
President who should be pushing
for the fast tracking of the vital
reforms. This factional dissention
in the ruling party is distracting
the executive in government
from driving through the urgent
structural reforms. Eskom’s crisis
continues and now is the greatest
risk to the South African economy.

strengthening of the Rand against all
the developed economy currencies is
likely to further dampen the volatile oil
and food cost push factors.
The SARB has indicated that it will
retain the inflation target range of
3% to 6%, but over time will continue
to focus on anchoring inflation
expectations down around 4.5%, the
middle of the target range.
Macroeconomic factors have resulted
in South Africa’s headline inflation
rate averaging 4.4% over the past
seven months. This shift in inflation
expectation is likely to take time.
The SARB is researching the ‘sacrifice
ratios’, which is the cost to growth
of lowering inflation. The current
estimate of the sacrifice ratio is
1% to 1.5% of GDP.

Weak growth is mainly due
to structural impediments
The SARB’s governor again reiterated

The fiscus has had to bailout Eskom
again for R59bn over the next two
years, over and above the R230bn
allocated for the next ten years.
The bailout comes with no conditions
and no restructuring plans, which
has caught the attention of the
international credit rating agencies
with potentially severe consequences
for the country. The advisory
panel on land reform presented its
recommendations to cabinet in l
ate July 2019.

that the growth problem in South
Africa is mainly structural in nature
and is beyond the reach of monetary
policy alone. The SARB estimates
that a 25 basis point repo rate cut in
the absence of any urgent structural
reforms will boost real GDP growth
by 0.1%. This means that the interest
rate cuts in the current economic
landscape have a relatively small
effect on growth. The lower interest
rate is not a broad-based benefit
to the economy. Borrowers benefit,
but lenders are penalised and South
Africa’s national savings rate at 14.2%
of GDP is already extremely low.
The lower policy rate reduces the
yield differential between South
Africa and the developed economy
Central Bank rates, which has a
negative impact on the Rand.
This would help exporters but hurt
importers. If businesses do not have
confidence that economic growth
will get onto an altogether higher
trajectory, they will not borrow capital >

Inflation worries
The demand pull drivers in South
African inflation environment are
exceptionally weak at present.
The only strong cost-push factors
are administered prices – mainly
electricity and water – and the volatility
in the Rand/oil price. The recent
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IS THE PATH OF REFORM SUSTAINABLE?
Continued

Political demand for nationalisation
of the Reserve Bank is just a
distraction from urgently needed
economic reforms.

The Central Bank currently has
800 shareholders which comprise
individuals, commercial banks, unions
and Pension Funds. None of these
shareholders have any influence
or say on monetary policy in South
Africa. Section 224 of the South
African Constitution dictates the
Central Bank’s mandate, and instructs
the SARB to protect the value of the
currency in the interest of balanced and
sustainable growth. This mandate is
premised on protection of the value of
the currency being a critical foundation
for achieving lasting growth.

Demands, discussion and speculation
around the nationalisation of the
Reserve Bank continues to be an
unnecessary distraction at this time,
when government should be actively
implementing reforms to structurally
lift the country’s growth trajectory.

Monetary policy is one of the areas of
economic governance which has been
maintained at a high international
level. The South African Reserve Bank
has been under constant political
pressure since 2017, when the current
public protector recommended

“...Monetary policy is one
of the areas of economic
governance which has
been maintained at a high
international level.”
to expand their productive capacity,
no matter how low the interest rate.

parliament changing the South
African Constitution relating to the
SARB to expand its mandate. Current
political demands for nationalisation
of the Reserve Bank serve as a
political distraction, given that the
private shareholders have no say in
monetary policy which is dictated by
the Constitution.
Three overall actions need to be
taken – improving the level of
governance and accountability of
the public service and state-owned
Companies; eliminating corruption;
and bringing those involved before
the law and instituting the required
legislative and regulatory reforms in
several industries, in order to lift the
country’s economic growth onto a
higher trajectory. SW
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Q &A WITH ROLAND SASSOON

R

oland Sassoon has spent
nearly his entire working
life with the Sasfin Group.
Apart from a period of about ten
years, when he was employed by
various other banking and financial
services groups, Roland has been
associated with Sasfin since 1962,
culminating in his retirement from
the Group in December 2018.
After a year’s regulatory gardening
leave, he will return to the Board as
a Non-Executive Director in 2020.
In this wide-ranging interview, we
discuss Roland’s philosophy of
entrepreneurship and deal-making,
the influence that his various
mentors, including his father, had
on him along his journey,

as well as some of the day-to-day
complexities involved in running a
large-scale, diversified Group such
as Sasfin in the 21st century.

BS: Tell us a little bit about yourself.
Where did you grow up, how did
you end up working in the financial
services sector?
RS: The story starts in the mid-

1940s. Directly after World War II,
together with my family, as an infant,
I immigrated to South Africa from
the United Kingdom. My father
was one of seven brothers and two
sisters living in England, the United
States, Brazil, Argentina and France.
Collectively, the brothers were in
the textile manufacturing business,
and it was against this backdrop
that my father set up an importing
and wholesaling business in
South Africa and Zimbabwe (then
Southern Rhodesia), and Zambia
(then Northern Rhodesia) under
the names Sassoon’s Textiles and
Sasstex, selling textiles for school
uniforms and other basic needs.
The ‘winds of change’ started to
blow in Southern Africa in the 1960s.
In an attempt to withstand the
aggressive trade sanctions that had
led to regime change in Zimbabwe,
the apartheid regime in South Africa
introduced aggressive tariff and
quota protection for local industry,
which was the beginning of

the end of our family’s textile
importing business.
After school, I joined my father’s
declining textile business. We
effectively sold our surplus import
permits to importers of high
fashion fabrics. We then saw that
we could make a turn by granting
trade finance to these importers,
but unfortunately, we lacked the
necessary expertise, which resulted in
credit losses.
I decided that, notwithstanding
these setbacks, business finance
was the ideal career for me, as it
was a far more sustainable business.
I was always interested, and in 		
fact, stimulated by the world of 		
business finance which is vital for 		
economic and employment growth.
However, the big banks were too
bureaucratic to satisfy the needs
of their entrepreneurial small
business customers.
That being said, I had a lot to learn,
so I left my father and spent about
ten years with four banking and
finance institutions, whilst I studied
part time for a CIS diploma. While
all this was happening, my father
kept going as a one-man-show by
discounting bills and post-dated
cheques.
I met Eva, my wife-to-be at Barclays
Bank where we both worked. When
we decided to get engaged, she
left the Bank and joined my father
as his bookkeeper. I then joined my
father a couple of years later and we
built up Sasfin in trade, debtor and
equipment financing. The rest, as
they say, is history.

BS: Talk us through one or two of
the largest challenges you faced
during your tenure at Sasfin. >
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Q &A WITH ROLAND SASSOON
Continued

I can imagine the multiple banking
crises can’t have made doing
business easy.

RS: Sasfin grew strongly after I

rejoined the Company. This, however,
presented a problem, as we started
to run out of liquidity as we hit our
facility limits with our bankers. I
embarked on a number of initiatives
to disintermediate from the banks.
These were the listing of Sasfin on the
JSE in 1987, pioneering securitisation
in 1991, getting a bank licence in 1999
and acquiring Frankel Pollak Securities,
which we renamed Sasfin Securities,
a private client stock broking
business in 2000, which gave us
access to private clients.
These moves, though complicated
and time consuming, culminated
in Sasfin becoming the financial
institution that it is today.
The Reserve Bank was awarding bank
licences quite freely in the 1990s – in
fact, Sasfin was the last of the small
bank licences that was awarded
at that time. In 2001, there was a
run on small banks in South Africa
brought about by an irresponsible
report issued by a rating agency,
following what was termed the Asian
Contagion in the Far East. Because
our deposits were well spread from
the high net worth clients of Sasfin
Securities, there was no run on Sasfin.
Some 30 small banks disappeared from
the market in a short space of time.
The next big crisis happened in 2008
after Lehman Bros collapsed in the
States, which resulted in the freezing
of securitisation markets worldwide.
As luck would have it, we were about
to roll over most of our securitisation
paper of R700m. After many sleepless
nights and a lot of sweat and tears,
we managed to place the full R700m

plus an additional R200m in the
market, due to the exceptional
performance of our book and the
loyalty of our investors.

BS: Name some of the greatest
day-to-day operational challenges
facing a diversified company such
as Sasfin?
RS: My wife Eva, who headed up

our admin and accounting in the
early years, used to complain about
having to have separate systems
for all our activities. She always
asked, “why don’t we specialise in
one product like all the other small
finance companies?” Luckily for me,
Eva was brilliant and despite her
complaints she was always on top of
the accounts, which is so important
in our business.
Although this diversified model
is certainly not the most efficient
for a small institution, it is far more
sustainable than being a one-product
shop, as firstly, it caters for all the
needs of the client, and secondly, you
are well positioned, given the swings
and roundabouts in the economy.
To me, long-term sustainability was
always vital. I prefer to sleep well
rather than eat well.

BS: With some of the welldocumented challenges facing the
local economy, how can established
companies – particularly those in the
retail and manufacturing sectors –
adapt and withstand
these pressures?
RS: As you say, the local economy

has huge challenges. Most of the
state-owned Enterprises, as well as
government, provincial and municipal
departments are in terrible financial
trouble, due to mismanagement.

This especially applies to Eskom,
which is central to the entire
economy. The resultant drain on the
Treasury is taking South Africa’s debt
levels into unsustainable territory.
To add to our woes, the ruling party
is heavily factionalised, resulting in
the leadership having to watch its
back, which to some extent puts the
economy on the backburner.
Sadly, our population growth
exceeds our economic growth, which
means that we are going backwards
and South Africa is expected to be
downgraded to junk by the last of the
rating agencies, Moody’s. Added to
all this, unemployment and with it,
crime, has become a huge issue.
There is no quick fix to this downward
spiral, but with time, I do believe that
we’ll start seeing some successes,
but we must expect a fair amount of
turmoil during this interim period.
All businesses in South Africa
and elsewhere, whether in retail,
manufacturing or anything else,
must reinvent themselves to adapt
to the Fourth Industrial Revolution,
brought about by an explosion of
technology. Fortunately, as South
Africans are very entrepreneurial,
I have no doubt that we will see
many in retail, manufacturing and
other sectors successfully navigating
their way through these obstacles,
although clearly there will be, and in
fact already are, a number of failures
along the way.

BS: Running a listed entity can be
incredibly demanding – how (if at all)
did you manage a healthy work/life
balance?
RS: The main focuses of my wife
and I were our family and Sasfin
and not always in that order. >
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Q &A WITH ROLAND SASSOON
Continued

Unfortunately, there wasn’t a lot
of time for other activities. Having
said that, I have no regrets. I always
enjoyed Sasfin, even when the dark
clouds started to gather.

BS: Who were some of the influences
whose mentorship you relied on early
on in your career?
RS: There are too many to mention

– teachers, directors, employees,
my father, lawyers, accountants, my
wife, the SARB and of course, books
like Man’s Search for Meaning by
Viktor Frankl, The Seven Habits of
Highly Effective People by Stephen
Covey and From Good to Great by
Jim Collins. I try to follow what is
taught in the Ethics of our Fathers
where it says, “Who is a wise man?
One who learns from everyone.”

BS: The theme of this newsletter
is around corporate malfeasance in
South Africa and how Portfolio and
Fund Managers can identify the
right companies and instruments
to invest in, in order to protect and
grow their clients’ wealth.
What traits do you look for in a
prospective business partner,
borrower or client to ensure
a degree of integrity in your
investment?
RS: Sasfin has always adopted a

negative test in assessing impact
financing and investing, i.e. we will
not finance any immoral enterprise.
An example of this is Adult World
who we declined for this reason.
Integrity is essential in dealing with
clients and investees. We do our
best to select wisely in this regard,

but mistakes are inevitable. The
trick is to exit quickly as soon as we
discover a lack of integrity amongst
stakeholders. An example of this
was Sasfin’s dismissal of KPMG as
its auditor, when their association
with some of the Gupta scandals
became apparent.

BS: What is the greatest investment
you have ever made?
RS: Acquiring Frankel Pollak

Securities– which has evolved into
the present Sasfin Wealth business,
which has become a great pillar for
Sasfin with huge potential.

BS: You have personally been
involved in and overseen numerous
mergers and acquisitions during your
tenure as CEO of Sasfin. >

Sasfin gets its banking licence in 1999. Top row, extreme left is Michael Blackbeard,
formerly of the SARB and presently Sasfin’s Head of Compliance.
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Q &A WITH ROLAND SASSOON
Continued

Roland’s swans were an iconic feature of the Sasfin reception area.
i) What advice do you have for those
wanting to close a deal?

RS: The acquisition of Frankel

RS:

BS: What is your favourite holiday
destination and why?

• Keep an open mind throughout 		
the process
• Does it fit with your defined 		
process and your bigger plan?
• Understand the risks and the
prospective upsides and 		
downsides
• Decide on the maximum price 		
and the most onerous conditions
acceptable
• Be flexible, reasonable and fair
• Try to keep the negotiations as 		
short as possible and walk away 		
as soon as you see that a win-win 		
outcome is unachievable
ii) Which of those milestone
acquisitions over the years had
the greatest impact on Sasfin’s
operations and sustainability?

Pollak Securities.

RS: The Wilderness in the Garden

Route– it’s beautiful, quiet and there
is lots to do for the youngsters.

BS: Sasfin has in the recent past
been criticised for its seemingly
high cost-to-income ratio. Obviously
growing the top line is critical, but
how challenging is it in terms of the
regulatory environment for a company
such as Sasfin to maintain a reasonable
cost base and yet still grow?

Wealth Management businesses make
up a much smaller, relative component
of their businesses.
Furthermore, as Sasfin is very
diversified, we lack economies
of scale in any one area. If you
compound this with our high touch
service and a highly complex,
onerous and costly regulatory
environment, together with a weak
economy, a high cost-to-income
ratio is inevitable. Having said that,
this is not where we want it to be,
and we must scale up and become
more automated in some of our
middle and back office processes. >

RS: Sasfin’s cost-to-income ratio

is high, partly because of the
sizable relative contribution to
Group earnings of Sasfin Wealth
(approximately one third) – Wealth
businesses tend to operate at a higher
cost-to-income than banks. If you were
to look at the other larger banks, their

“I was always interested, and
in fact, stimulated by the
world of business finance
which is vital for economic
and employment growth.”
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Q &A WITH ROLAND SASSOON
Continued

Roland speaking at the launch of Transactional Banking.

BS: How important was the presence
and influence of your father, Sydney
Sassoon, in shaping your approach to
business in the early years?
RS: I was privileged to have worked

for my father for about seven
years, which was vital in shaping
my approach to business. Most
importantly, he taught me the soft
skills of customer service, spreading
risk while remaining focused,
attendance, honour and reputation,
humility and respect. I cannot
overstate his importance in my
development. He was open minded
and encouraged me to be the same.
My father was very charitable and
would often quote the following from
The Ethics of our Fathers, “If I am not
for myself, who will be for me? But if
I am only for myself, who am I? If not
now, when?” I took this to heart and
I’m pleased to have passed this vital
value on to my children.

BS: How do you relax in your
spare time?
RS: Reading, exercising, family,

friends, keeping abreast of world
and business affairs.

BS: What advice do you have
for young entrepreneurs or
young graduates looking to
grow in a business?
RS: It is important, firstly, to have a

long-term and sustainable vision –
as I said, sleeping is more important
than eating. As Sasfin has effectively
been family controlled, we were able
to make some important long-term
decisions, which would not have been
easy for professional management.
Coupled to this, you must be very
focused on your mission – the
business should occupy your
mind constantly. My favourite slogan

is “attend, attend and attend” –
don’t abdicate your responsibilities.
Below are a few additional tips to
assist you along your journey:
• Be flexible and open to advice
from everyone who has your 		
interests at heart
• Don’t allow adversaries to 		
intimidate you – keep your head
• Be entrepreneurial, i.e. take risks, 		
provided that they are calculated 		
and move quickly and decisively
• Maintain your integrity at all times–
profit is a by-product. Your
purpose must be to go the extra 		
mile for clients
• Don’t have all your eggs in one
basket, but don’t diversify away 		
from your core competence >
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Continued

• Avoid arrogance and victimhood.
To quote From Good to Great by 		
Jim Collins – “a great leader looks
out of his window for someone to
compliment when things go well, 		
and he looks in the mirror for

someone to blame when things
go badly.” Unfortunately many
leaders do it the other way around
• Learn from your mistakes and 		
move forward SW

Night image of Sasfin’s prior premises at 13 Scott Street, Waverley, now the Centre of Advanced Medicine.
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Roland Sassoon with his wife, Eva, at the Sasfin 60 years milestone celebration in 2011.

Sasfin’s current premises at 29 Scott Street, Waverley, Johannesburg.
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Sasfin Holdings Board 2007.

Original certificate of listing.
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BEYOND GLOBAL WEALTH:
A GLIMPSE INTO THE FUTURE

H

ow will robotics influence the
way businesses automate
their operations? Can we use
Artificial Intelligence to enhance the
way we evaluate company performance
metrics? Is there a real possibility that
we will begin to mine asteroids?
These were some of the fascinating
questions that were tackled by
the highly experienced panellists
at Sasfin’s Beyond Global Wealth
Roadshow. This year’s roadshow
featured a robotics immersion by Dale
Imerman, founder of the Mojo Dojo –
whereby participants learnt to build
and code their very own robots!
The panel led by Henley Business
School’s Dr Puleng Mokhoalibe
included technology media guru
Arthur Goldstuck, next-generation
educator Dale Imerman, CRM expert

Dale Imerman, the Mojo Dojo.

Paul Slade and Sasfin’s Bradley
Mitchell, who examined the reality of
changing education, career, industry
and investment landscapes, and
proposed where the next potential
‘unicorns’ or goldmines might be
found, selecting five key areas –
Digital Transformation, FinTech,
HealthTech, Space and Education.
The panel also explored developments in the world of space and
robotics, and analysed how these
trends and technological changes
will affect the world of investments.
The Roadshow introduced an
innovative and critical component
of the future – education – inviting
Dale Imerman to lead a ‘Robotics
Immersion’ for teenagers, in which
they would build, code and control
their own robot from a box of parts,

a manual and a tablet. Learners
from varying backgrounds – including
those from Africa Tikkun, a charity we
support – united in teams of three to
bring the units to life.
In under 60 minutes, the teams were
operating robots, lifting boxes and,
in some cases, performing a few
tricks, with genuine glee and a sense
of satisfaction from bringing static
parts to life using a combination of
intelligence, teamwork, adaptability
and technology – key success factors
for graduates in a changing world
of #robotics #drones #3Dprinting
#augmentedreality #virtualreality
#bigdata #neurotech #nanotech
#artificialintelligence
#quantumcomputing #biotech
and #IOT. >

One of the robots coded and assembled in the session.
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A GLIMPSE INTO THE FUTURE
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On the topic of digital transformation, Dr Puleng stated that there
was more data created in 2017 than
was ever created up until that point
in time, which underscores the rate
of change we are going through in
terms of data.

The future of future itself
Sasfin’s recently appointed Digital
Council Head, Arthur Goldstuck,
said that Elon Musk’s SpaceX project
had changed the way we conceive of
travel beyond our earthly borders.
According to Arthur, SpaceX has
made a lot of these conversations
around space a reality. “There’s a real
expectation that asteroid mining will
become a reality in the next decade–
sending returnable craft to collect a
trillion dollars’ worth of minerals that
may be found there – which, in turn,
will affect the price of minerals as we
currently know it,” he noted.

Paul Slade, CEO, The CRM Team.

In terms of the world of cryptocurrencies, Bradley argued that
while there may be issues still to be
dealt with in blockchain technology,
the decentralised register of the
technology has facilitated the access
for those who previously couldn’t be
banked, which offers huge potential
in the future.
Paul Slade said that regarding
Healthtech, there is now an increase
in medical services to a larger
ageing population. 3D Printing has
changed surgical operations and the
recovery cycle, with both lower risks
and greater accuracy.
“The world’s first 3D middle ear
implant happened in Pretoria earlier
this year, which will lead to greater
acceptance and proliferation of 3D
printed prosthetics across the world.
Interestingly, the data around these
procedures are also informing and
improving the success rates within
the medical industry,” he added.

“...this year’s roadshow
was unlike any other
we have done before...”
According to Dale Imerman,
learning is the key to almost all the
challenges we have. Almost anyone
that has a device and is connected
to the web can learn.
“Most importantly, I feel augmented
reality will allow young people to
go to places they could normally
not afford to get to. Typically,
people would not normally have
these experiences, but virtual and
augmented realities are making
them real and accessible,” he
concluded. SW

Robotics Immersion.
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Robotics Immersion.
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INVESTING IN PROPERTY –
THE “REIT” WAY
Chris Jordan - Business Development Manager, Sasfin Wealth

A

ccording to Andrew Golding,
the CEO of the Pam Golding
Property Group, in South
Africa there is “a strong culture
of owning your home – both from
an investment and a lifestyle
perspective” (Fin24, September
2018). According to Minette du
Plessis of Just Property’s investment

Historical

Data

division, properties bought for
as little as R30,000 35 years ago
are now sold for approximately
R1,500,000 (Property24, September
2018). If you ignore the maintenance
and insurance costs over the
period, the annual return equates
to approximately 12%. Average
consumer price inflation over the

API

same period was 8.7%. John Loos,
the FNB property strategist, says that
property prices have been declining
since 2016 and started showing signs
of a slow-down in 2014 (Business
Insider SA, August 2018). Loos
credits this to “the broad economic
growth stagnation from around 2012”
(depicted graphically below).
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Given that houses are the first
asset generally acquired by most
South Africans, one would assume
that when house prices are depressed, all local assets will suffer a
similar fate. This has been true of
the JSE All Share Index, which was
essentially flat from February 2015
to December 2018.

2016

The one sector of the JSE that
appeared to have weathered the
storm was the listed property sector
(Real Estate Investment Trusts
or REIT’s). For the 15-year period
ending July 2018, the sector had an
annualised return of 16.1% (source:
Old Mutual Unit Trust Category

2018

-4

Returns). At the end of 2018,
the picture had changed quite
dramatically, with the sector
having a 1-year negative return
of -25.2%. >
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The graph above suggests that the
sector may have bounced off its
low and has potential to recover,
but the South African economy is
still fragile and the government’s
current focus is largely on keeping
Eskom afloat, as opposed to trying
to stimulate the economy. This will
undoubtedly limit economic growth
for some time, and although we
have seen a rally in the stock market
since the budget speech on
20 February, there may still be
some pressure on local asset
prices in the medium term.

“...Investors considering
entering the sector should
lock in the attractive and
increasing yield, with
future capital appreciation
being a secondary goal..”

If we assume that South Africa
will remain in a low growth
environment, then the primary
investment strategies will probably
focus on the generation of income,
as opposed to capital appreciation,
and this makes the REIT’s attractive.
The 2018 drop in the share prices
has resulted in an increase in the
yields – the 12-month forward yield
on the listed property sector is now
8.7% and it is projected to grow at
5% per year for the next 2 years.
The sector yield will therefore

To determine the relative value
of the yields on REIT’s, they are
generally compared to government
bonds. Historically, the yields on
government bonds are generally
in the region of 1% higher than the
initial yield on the South African
listed property index, but currently
the R186 government bond and
the REIT index are both trading at
a yield of 8.7%. This is a positive
signal, as it is an indication that
REIT’s are relatively cheap on an

increase to 9.59% in 2021, which
is very attractive, particularly to
clients living off the proceeds of
their investments.

“According to Andrew
Golding, the CEO of the
Pam Golding Property
Group, in South Africa
there is a strong
culture of owning your
home – both from
an investment and a
lifestyle perspective”

historical basis and are potentially
due for a recovery.
If we assume a high road scenario
with emerging markets becoming
more attractive to foreign investors,
then the listed property sector
should recover strongly, because
the desire for yield will create
demand, especially for sector
heavyweights such as Growthpoint
(GRT). GRT is in the top 40 listed
companies on the JSE. It has a
local and international property
portfolio worth R132bn, including a
50% stake in the V&A Waterfront in
Cape Town, and has an impressive
record of 15 years of uninterrupted
dividend growth.
Fundamentally, the sector appears
to offer value, and investors
currently in the REIT’s need to look
through the cycle and not become
despondent because of a very weak
2018. Investors considering entering
the sector should lock in the
attractive and increasing yield, with
future capital appreciation being a
secondary goal. SW
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE RED
FLAGS FOR FUND MANAGERS
Roy Andersen - Chairman, Sasfin Holdings and member
of the King IV Committee of South Africa

R

ecent corporate governance
failures in South Africa confirm
the risks of building portfolios
for clients. Many, if not most of the
companies concerned, had extensive
corporate governance reports and
claimed full compliance with King
IVTM and its Codes of Ethics. They
also generally had an impressive
array of experienced Non-Executive
Directors who were apparently
caught out.
So what should Portfolio and
Fund Managers look for to avoid
future failures?

Is there balance of power
on the board?
A warning sign of a board that could
be in trouble, is a chair or CEO who
is overly dominant and dictates to
the board rather than letting them
provide counsel. They are denied the
time to ask seemingly ‘stupid’
or naïve questions.
Investors should consider the balance
between the number of NonExecutives and Executives. King IV
suggests the appointment of two
Executive Directors (CEO and FD),
with the majority of Directors being
Non-Executives. Perhaps, by having
an increased number of Executive
Directors, Board conversations and
decisions would be better informed.
TM

Do Boards have appropriate
knowledge, skill and
experience?
Fund Managers must scrutinise
the composition of Boards. Boards
often comprise a large number of
Chartered Accountants who are great
at asking the right questions about

financial reporting and compliance,
but investors need to consider
whether they have the skills to ask
wider, probing questions about the
operations and the industry.

Should the CEO make
written declarations about
compliance with the ethics
policy, the financials and
internal controls?
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of the
United States requires the CEO and
CFO to certify that the financial
reports fairly present the financial
condition and operations of the
company. But, they must also
certify that the internal controls
are effective. A similar requirement
in South Africa by investors could
enhance trust in financials.

Should the full Board have
access to the internal and
external Auditors?
Only audit committees have access to
both internal and external Auditors.
But, it might help if the full board
has similar access, in private sessions
at least annually. This should be
confirmed in the Integrated Report.

Should long tenure be
considered for independent
Directors?

Should consideration be
given to the number of
boards on which Directors
serve?
Considering the complexity of large
companies, Board members should
be limited to serve on a maximum
of four Boards. Fund Managers may
wish to avoid companies where this
is not the case.

Does the Board have the
balance?
As its core, King IV refers to balance
on the Board, but I am arguing for a
different kind of balance – the balance
between industry and operational
knowledge.
TM

There is an inherent expectation
that Non-Executive Directors are
there to ask the right strategic
questions, against which Directors
test their decisions. For this to
happen, they need to understand
the industry and the business, and
offer a fresh perspective. If this
is not happening, why were they
appointed in the first place?
By testing the structure of the Board
and how it operates, Portfolio and
Fund Managers could identify red
flags and hopefully limit the risk of
investing in the wrong companies. SW

The independence of Directors is
not necessarily linked to tenure –
independence is a state of mind.
Though long tenure is useful from
an experience point of view, this
should be balanced, with the
need to have fresh eyes providing
different perspectives. The regular
rotation of board members is
advantageous.
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FINDING STABILITY DURING
UNSTABLE TIMES
Errol Shear - Fund Manager, Sasfin Asset Managers

E

nergy parastatal Eskom,
reported its results recently,
with debt up to a staggering
R441bn and net cash outflow for the
year of R100bn. The Auditors stated
that there was material uncertainty
as to whether Eskom is a going
concern. Added to this, in its outlook
statement, Eskom said it expected
results for 2020 to be similar to
2019 and reported expectations
that “Government will continue to
support Eskom as a going concern.”
The audit report is a depressing read,
referring to irregular expenditure

of R25bn. Likewise, fruitless and
wasteful expenditure of R641m
could not be confirmed. R1.7bn was
lost because of meter tampering.
Arrear debt owed by municipalities
has grown to R20bn and Soweto
residential arrears are up to R18bn.

Accounting for Dummies
The latest financials on the SAA
website are only to March 2017 and
show a loss of R5.5bn, debt of R16bn,
and the audit report indicated a
significant doubt on the company’s
ability to continue as a going concern.

Recent press reports indicate that the
financial stress continues to the present.
The most recent accounts available for
the SABC are for March 2018, recording
a loss of R0.6bn (prior year loss of R1bn),
and the auditors noted significant
doubt on their ability to continue as a
going concern. Recently, we saw press
reports that SABC was battling to find
cash to pay salaries.
Regarding the municipalities, the
Auditor General reported that in 2018,
only 8% of municipalities had received
clean audits. There was material
non-compliance with legislation on >
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implementing consequences at 60%
of municipalities. He also reported
pressure on the audit teams to avoid
disclosure of irregular expenditure,
including threats and intimidation.
There were increasing indicators
of a collapse in local government
finances, with 76% of municipalities
having a financial health status that
was either concerning or requiring
urgent intervention. R48bn was owed
to creditors by the municipalities, but
cash of only R37bn was available.

Fraud and debt traps –
Private Sector woes
The Private Sector has not been
much better. As recently as
December 2017, Steinhoff had a
market capitalisation on the JSE
of R340bn, until massive fraud was
uncovered and 98% of this value
disappeared. EOH, once the darling
of the JSE, last month reported
that “unsubstantiated payments”
of R1.2bn were being investigated.
Almost 90% of its peak market
capitalisation of R24bn has been
lost. Tongaat earlier this year lost
90% of its value, before announcing
that its results had been materially
overstated and the shares were to
be suspended.
South Africa is not unique in
experiencing stresses in financial
markets. The Argentinian peso
collapsed by 30% in mid-August, on
news of election results that indicated
a swing to left-wing populism.
Interest rates earned by investors on
over $16tn of international bonds are
negative, and Global Equity Markets
have taken a recent dive.

Diversification: the key to
prudent risk management
This all makes for depressing reading –
however, investors need to find a stable
home for their money. For investors
who are nervous about markets, but
still want a return above inflation,
consideration should be given to
investing in the Sasfin Stable Fund.
This Fund invests in all asset classes,
managing the balance between asset
classes depending upon the outlook
for markets, but always aiming to limit
risk by having a maximum exposure of
40% to equities.

The Fund has no exposure to higher
risk assets such as over indebted SOEs
or municipalities, and by nature of its
cautious management, is unlikely to do
so until their financial position improves
substantially. It has a core of low risk
income producing assets, which
currently produces an income yield on
the total Fund of over 6%. While the
stock market has declined over the last
three years, the Sasfin Stable Fund has
produced an annual return of over 7%
to mid-August 2019. SW
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FAKE: Fake Money, Fake Teachers, Fake Assets
Robert Kiyosaki
Robert Kiyosaki has built a legacy around
simplifying complex and often confusing
subjects like money and investing. He
continues to challenge conventional wisdom
and asks the questions that will help readers
sift through today’s information overload, to
uncover ways to assess what’s real and use
truth and facts as a foundation for taking
control of their financial lives.
In this new book, the author fights what’s
‘fake’ and helps readers differentiate
between what’s real and what isn’t. He pulls
no punches in his assessment of what is
passed off as ‘fact’ or conventional wisdom
and believes that a strong foundation – for
anything we want to build – needs to start
with solid, true information.

In today’s uncertain times, creating a secure
financial future and the peace of mind that
comes with it, starts with taking action and
taking control.
Kiyosaki delivers insights and answers
that help ordinary people – who probably
haven’t had a lot of financial education –
determine what’s ‘real’ and relevant to their
financial lives.

Lawfare: Judging Politics in South Africa
Michelle Le Roux and Dennis Davis
What happens when South Africa’s
tumultuous political life becomes entangled
in the courts of law? Throughout the past
50 years, the courts have been a battleground for contesting political forces as
more and more conflicts that were once
fought in Parliament or in streets, or
through strikes and media campaigns,
find their way to the judiciary.
Certainly, the legal system was used by both
the apartheid state and its opponents, but it
is in the post-apartheid era and in particular,
under the rule of President Jacob Zuma, that
we have witnessed a dramatic increase in
‘lawfare’ – the migration of politics to
the courts.

The authors show, through a series of case
studies, how just about every aspect of
political life ends up in court – the arms deal,
the demise of the Scorpions, the Cabinet
reshuffle, the expulsion of the EFF from
Parliament, the nuclear procurement process,
the Cape Town mayor, the list goes on and on.
This book offers a highly readable analysis
of some of the most widely publicised and
decisive instances of lawfare. It argues
that while it is good that the judiciary is
able to shoulder the burden of supporting
democracy, it is showing signs of immense
strain under the present deluge of political
cases. Whether the courts will survive this
strain undamaged remains to be seen.
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Africa Reimagined
Hlumelo Biko
Africa Reimagined is a passionately argued
appeal for a rediscovery of our African
identity. Going beyond the problems of
a single country, Hlumelo Biko calls for a
reorientation of values, on a continental
scale, to suit the needs and priorities of
Africans. Building on the premise that slavery,
colonialism, imperialism and apartheid
fundamentally unbalanced the values and
indeed the very self-concept of Africans,
he offers realistic steps to return to a more
balanced Afro-centric identity.
Historically, African values were shaped by a
sense of abundance – in material and mental
terms – and by strong ties of community.
The intrusion of religious, economic and legal
systems imposed by conquerors, traders
and missionaries upset this balance, and the
African identity was subsumed by the values
of the newcomers.

Biko shows how a reimagining of Africa
can restore the sense of abundance and
possibility, and what a rebirth of the continent
on Pan-African lines might look like. This is
not about the churn of the news cycle or party
politics – although he identifies the political
party as one of the most pernicious legacies
of colonialism. Instead, drawing on the latest
research, he offers a practical, pragmatic
vision anchored in the here and now.
By looking beyond identities and values
imposed from outside, and transcending
the divisions and frontiers imposed under
colonialism, it should be possible for Africans
to fully develop their skills, values and
ingenuity to build institutions that reflect
African values, and to create wealth for the
benefit of the continent as a whole.

Make Your Money Work for You: Think Big, Start Small
Anthea Gardner
In Make Your Money Work for You,
investment specialist Anthea Gardner shows
South Africans how to grow their wealth
to achieve their dreams of a future free of
financial stress – and they don’t even need
a degree. Gardner makes the world of
investing accessible by:
• Illustrating why it’s important to know the
difference between saving and investing
• Explaining key terms, from ‘unit trusts’ and
‘retirement annuities’ to ‘compound interest’

• Clarifying the role of different players, such
as Financial Advisors and Asset Managers
• Describing how easy it is to buy shares on
the stock market
The author explains that you don’t need
millions to start. You can launch your financial
future by investing just R100 per month.
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Non-Bullshit Innovation
Radical Ideas from the World’s Smartest Minds
David Rowan
David Rowan travels the globe in search of
the most exciting and pioneering start-ups
building the future. He’s got to know the
founders of WhatsApp, LinkedIn, Google,
Spotify, Xiaomi, Didi, Nest, Twitter and
countless other ambitious entrepreneurs
disrupting businesses in almost every sector.
And yet too often, the companies they’re
disrupting don’t get it. They think they can
innovate through jargon – with talk of change
agents and co-creation gurus, ideas portals
and webinars, make-a-thons and hackfests,
paradigm shifts and pilgrimages to Silicon
Valley. It’s mostly pointless innovation
theatre – corporate nonsense that has little
to do with delivering real change.

But during this quest, Rowan has also
discovered some genuinely exciting
approaches to innovation. Case studies
include the airline that rewards passengers
for walking their dog, the bank that performs
surgery, the country that’s an App store, and
many more. Packed full of tips for anyone
looking for radical ways to thrive in the
digital age, this selection of stories reveals
ideas for creating genuine innovation from
some of the world’s most inspiring leaders.

Make, Think, Imagine
Engineering the Future of Civilisation
John Browne
Today’s unprecedented pace of change
leaves many people wondering what new
technologies are doing to our lives. Has
social media robbed us of our privacy
and fed us with false information? Are the
decisions about our health, security and
finances made by computer programs
inexplicable? Will these algorithms become
so complex that we can no longer control
them? Are robots going to take our jobs?
Will better healthcare lead to an ageing
population that cannot be cared for?
Can we provide housing for our evergrowing urban populations? And has our
demand for energy driven the Earth’s
climate to the edge of catastrophe?

John Browne argues that we need not and
must not put the brakes on technological
advance. Civilisation is founded on
engineering innovation – all progress stems
from the human urge to make things and
to shape the world around us, resulting in
greater freedom, health and wealth for all.
Drawing on history, his own experiences and
conversations with many of today’s great
innovators, he uncovers the basis for all
progress and its consequences, both good
and bad. He argues that the same spark
that triggers each innovation can be used to
counter its negative consequences. Browne’s
book is an eloquent blueprint for how we
can keep moving towards a brighter future.
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Contact us
Johannesburg 011 809 7500
23 Melrose Boulevard
Melrose Arch

Pretoria 012 425 6000
Lord Charles Off ice Park
Brooklyn

Durban 031 271 8700
The Terrace
Westway Off ice Park, Westville

Plettenberg Bay 044 533 0897
2 Village Square
Main Street

Port Elizabeth 041 363 5989
Waterfront Business Park
Humerail

Cape Town 021 443 6800
155 Campground Road
Newlands

Somerset West 087 365 4900
Unit 104, Crossf ire Place,
15 Gardner Williams Avenue,
Paardevlei
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